Arrangements for Sunday Worship at Carrville from 10th April 2022
Following the recent survey of opinions regarding worship, the Leadership Team
agreed that the following changes will be made:
From 10th April:

• Those attending worship will no longer be asked to wear a face covering, although it
is to be encouraged if local infection rates continue to rise.
• Hand sanitiser will continue to be provided at the entrance and exit, and we would ask
you to sanitise on entering the building.
• The church will be ‘zoned’ as shown below [with the existing one-way system] :

•

The seats shaded green will form our Covid19 ‘safer zone’ and anyone sitting in these
rows MUST wear a face covering. (There are enough seats for all who have indicated their
wish to sit in the ‘safer zone’, including spaces for social distancing.)

• There will not be a seating plan from 10th April so, you can choose where to sit in an
area of the church appropriate to you.
• Wheelchair spaces
have been set aside as indicated, along with two reserved
spaces for carers.
• Anyone wishing to remain socially distanced when seated can collect a laminated
‘X’/Not in use notice to place on the seat next to them.
• We will continue to operate a retiring collection rather than collect by ‘passing the
plate’ during the service.
• The ‘after service’ cleaning rota has been suspended, although the church is cleaned
weekly on Friday.
• We will continue to provide individually wrapped face masks for anyone wishing to sit
in the Covid19 ‘safer zone’ who has forgotten to bring their own.
Anyone preparing teas and coffees after the service is reminded that in order to comply with
our church Covid Risk Assessment, face coverings and nitrile gloves should be worn. [There
is a supply of these in the kitchen. ]

We have made every effort to provide a worship space in which everyone can feel
comfortable and hope that you are able to choose a seat that suits!
Carole Lowrie (Church Secretary)

